See https://debconf7.debconf.org/wiki/Arrival for more detailed instructions including photographs and video.

DebConf7 arrival cheat sheet
Venue address: Teviot Row House, Bristo Square,
Edinburgh EH8 9AL.
Arrival after 22.00 BST: 4 Bristo Place EH1 1EY.
Phone within UK: 0131 5168575
Phone outside UK: +44 131 5168575
From Waverley station: Taxi: There is a taxi rank
inside the station, and another on Waverley Bridge
outside the station. If you go out onto Waverley
Bridge you might meet other DebConf attendees
coming off the airport bus. Ask the taxi driver to take
you to Bristo Square. Walking: See map, Teviot is
about 1.2 km away.
From Edinburgh airport: If you arrive in a group we
suggest taking a taxi directly to the venue, otherwise
the cheapest option would be to start by taking the
bus into the city. If you forgot UK money, there are
cash machines in the terminal building.
• Taxi (£15-20, easy): Follow the taxi signs in the
terminal. The taxi rank is along a covered path
outside the terminal building. The staff at the rank will
assign you to a taxi dependent on your destination
and the number of passengers -- if you are in a big
group, try asking for a larger vehicle. Ask the taxidriver to take you to Bristo Square, then walk across
the pedestrian square to reach Teviot.
• Airlink express shuttle bus (£5 return): Follow the
bus signs in the terminal. The express bus leaves
every 10 minutes from outside UK arrivals. Buy a

return ticket and keep the second half for when you
leave. Take the bus to its terminus at Waverley Bridge,
then take a taxi from the taxi stand on the other side
of the road, or walk to Teviot (about 1.2 km). From
00.47 to 04.13 the service is replaced by the N22 night
bus (every 30 minutes), ask the driver for help finding
the right stop to get off at.
• Local bus (£1): Follow the bus signs in the terminal,
then look for the number 35 bus towards Ocean
Terminal. A single ticket costs £1. You need the exact
money: if arriving from outside the UK you could buy
something in the airport to get coins. Take the bus to
Forrest Road (40 minutes to 1 hour dependent on time
of day). Ask the driver or other passengers for help
finding the right stop. The first service of the day
leaves the airport at 06.04 and the last usable service
leaves at 23.02. From Forrest Road it is about a 200
metre walk to Teviot.
From Glasgow airport: Take a bus to Buchanan
Street bus station in Glasgow, then change to a bus to
Edinburgh. Alternatively take a taxi to Glasgow Queen
Street station (or a 905 bus to West George Street
outside the station), and take a train from there to
Edinburgh Waverley.
From Glasgow Prestwick airport: Glasgow
Prestwick has its own railway station, so during the
day the best option is to take a train to Glasgow
Central station then change to a train for Edinburgh.
There is also a bus service between Glasgow Prestwick
and Edinburgh.
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